Council of Ministers Decision number (244) dated 20/7/1430
(June 13, 2009)

The Council of Ministers after viewing the paper of the Administration of the Council of
Ministers number 47832/B dated 3/12/1429 (November 20, 2009) including draft of the
law for combating trafficking in persons and related meeting minutes and
recommendations decided the following:
First: Approved the law for combating the crime of trafficking in persons in its attached
text. A draft royal decree is prepared, the text of which is attached.

Second: Forming a committee for combating crimes of trafficking in person at the Human
Rights Commission consisting of representatives from the Ministry of Interior, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Social Affairs, Ministry of Labor, Ministry of
Education and Information and Human Rights Commission.
Three: The speciality of the above mentioned committee is:

1. To follow up situation of victims of trafficking in person to ensure prevention of
repeated abuse;
2. To draw a policy urging active search for victims of trafficking in person and
training individuals on means of identifying them;
3. To coordinate with relevant authorities to return victims to their home countries or
other countries where they reside whenever they demanded to leave;
4. To recommend keeping the victims in the country and to resettle their legal papers
so they would be able to work if they wishes to do so. Such recommendation – when
approved – is reviewed annually.
5. To prepare researches, information, media campaigns, social and economic
initiatives to prevent and combat trafficking in persons.
6. To coordinate with government departments regarding information and statistics
related to crimes of trafficking in persons.

Fourth: Head of the Commission of Human Rights will issue a decision planning the work
of this committee.

Law for Combating Crimes of Trafficking in Person
Published in Um Al-Quran newspaper
August 7, 2009

Article I
The following terms – wherever they appear in this law – have the meaning assigned to
them below, unless the context requires otherwise:

1. Trafficking in Person: Use, transfer, accommodation, reception of a person for the
purpose of abuse.
2. Transnational Crime: A crime would be of a transnational nature in the following
cases:
a) If it is committed in more than one state;
b) If it is committed in one state but a large part of its preparation, planning,
instruction or supervision took place in another state;
c) If it is committed in one state but its perpetrators are an organized criminal
group practicing criminal activities in more than one state;
d) If it is committed in one state but has substantial effects in another state;
3. Organized Criminal Group: Any group consisting of two persons or more acting in
concert to commit the crime of trafficking in person for the sake of gaining –directly
or indirectly – a material, financial or other benefits.

Article II
Prohibits trafficking in any person in any form including forcing, threatening, defrauding,
deceiving, kidnapping him/her. Prohibiting exploiting position, authority, exploiting a
person’s weakness, or giving person money or benefits to gain approval of one person to
control another person for the purpose of sexual assault. Prohibits forced work or service,
begging, slavery or semi slavery practices, enslaving, removing physical parts, or subjecting
a person to medical tests.
Article III
Any person who commits the crime of trafficking in persons is sentenced to a term not
exceeding (fifteen years) or a fine not exceeding (SR. one million), or both.
Article IV

Penalties provided for in this law are accentuated in the following cases:

1. If the crime is committed by and organized criminal group
2. If the crime is committed against a woman or people of special needs;
3. If the crime is committed against a child, even if the perpetrator is not aware that
the victim is a child;
4. If the perpetrator used a weapon or threatened of its use;
5. If the perpetrator is a spouse of the victim or any of his ascendants ore descendants
or guardian;
6. If perpetrator of the crime is an employer in law enforcement;
7. If crime is committed by more than one person;
8. If the crime was transnational;
9. If the crime resulted in a great harm to the victim or caused him permanent
deformity.

Article V
The consent of the victim in any crime stated in this law does not affect punishment
enforcement.
Article VI
Punishable by imprisonment for a term not exceeding (five years) or fine not exceeding (SR
two thousand), or both whoever:
1. Use physical force, threats, intimidation or denial of any undue advantage, or
promise of undeserved advantage, or offering it to incite false witnessing or
providing false evidence relating to committing any of the crimes stated in this law.
2. Use physical force, threats or intimidation to interfere in the practice of any judicial
officer – or law enforcement officer – while executing his official duties regarding
any of the crimes mentioned in this law.

Article VII

Punished by imprisonment for a period not exceeding (two years) or a fine not exceeding
(SR one Hundred thousand) or both, whoever has knowledge of any of the crimes stated in
this law or intention of committing them, even if he was an official required of professional
confidentiality, or received information or instructions, relating directly or indirectly, and
did not inform the competent authorities.
The relevant court may exclude parents, children, spouses, brothers and sisters from this
article.

Article VIII
Whoever participate in the crime of trafficking in persons, or has any relation to any of the
crimes mentioned in articles II, IV and VI of this law shall receive the punishment of the
perpetrator of the crime.
Article IX
Any person who acquire benefits from any of the crimes stated in this law, or hide these
benefits or used them, or hid one or more persons that participated in the crime with the
purpose of helping them to escape from justice, or participated in hiding evidences of a
crime is punished by imprisonment for a period not exceeding (five) years.

The court may exempt the accused from punishment relating to hiding people in case the
person in hiding is a spouse or his ascendants or descendants.
Article X
Attempt of any of the crimes mentioned in article (II), (IV) and (VI) of this law is punished
as a full crime.
Article XI
The relevant court may at all times confiscate private funds, luggage and tools that are used
or prepared for use for committing a crime of trafficking in parsons or gained after the
crime is committed.
Article XII
Exempt from the penalties prescribed in this law any individual from the perpetrators who
inform the competent authorities of the crime before it takes place and prevent its
completion. If the report came after the occurrence of the crime, the reporter may be
exempt from penalty if he enabled the authorities to arrest the other perpetrators. If the
individual reported to the authorities during the investigation it is possible to reduce his
sentence.
Article XIII
Without reliving the individual from his personal responsibilities, if the crime of trafficking
in person took place through a legal personality, or in his name or on his behalf, he would

be punishable by a fine not exceeding (SR. 10 Millions). The court has the right to close his
business or any of its branches temporarily or permanently.
Article XIV
Penalties stated in this law do not prevent applying more severe penalties in other laws.
Article XV
The following procedures are taken during investigation or trial concerning the victim of
the crime of trafficking in person:

1. Informing the victim of his legal rights in a language that he understands
2. Allowing the victim the chance to explain his situation in being a victim of
trafficking, as well as his legal, physical, psychological and social position.
3. Presenting him to a specialized physician, in case he needs a physical or
psychological care, or if he requested to see such a physician.
4. Admitting the victim in one of the physical, psychological or social rehabilitation
centers if his physical, psychological or age requires such admission.
5. Admitting him in a shelter if he is need of one.
6. Providing him with the necessary security protection if there is a need.
7. If the victim is a foreigner and it is necessary for him to stay in the Kingdom during
the investigation procedures, the prosecution or the competent court would assess
the matter.

Article XVI
Investigation and Prosecution Commission is the authority that carries out prosecution and
investigation in crimes mentioned in this law. It is also the authority responsible for
searching places of accommodating of victims to ensure executing judicial penalties in this
regard.
This law would be in effect 90 days after being published by the official newspaper.

